
 

 

 

 
 
 

(This week’s history column is an excerpt from my 
book, THE HISTORY OF WETHERSFIELD 2.0, 
available on Amazon.com. The narrator of the book 
is a deceased friend of Wethersfield colonist Henry  

Gilman Little, one of the giants of our local history.) 

What was it like for new settlers on the Illinois 
prairie? I can only try to explain, but my words will 
surely be inadequate. 
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First, it was a place of untold beauty. 

For miles in any direction, only a few nearby 
cabins could be seen. To the north, ranging to the 
northeast, was a huge grove, 50,000 acres, of majestic 
walnut, cherry, oak, hickory, and other hardwood 
trees. Deer, wolves, and foxes were common. 

South of the grove, except for small stands of trees 
along the sloughs, prairie grass reigned over the land. 
In places it stood as high as the back of a horse. Wild 
flowers bloomed all summer among the grass and 
along the sloughs. Cowslips, marsh marigolds, blue 
vervains, goldenrod, wild pinks, Indian pipes, and 
others created a color-filled palette year after year. In 
the wooded groves, hepatica, blue-eyed Mary, blood 
root, dog-tooth violet, wood pink, anemone, dicentra, 
wild larkspur, and wild columbine grew in abundance. 

Flocks of wild pigeons were so numerous that 
during migrations they often darkened the sky. 
Prairie chickens could be seen in flocks, numbering 
up to one thousand or more, upon their feeding 
grounds in spring. The call of the quail could be 
heard throughout the year. In the fall, V-shaped 
flocks of ducks and geese could be seen daily on their 
way southward. In the spring the flocks returned. 

But it also was a place of nearly unbearable 
adversity. 

Every low place, and there were many, was a 
swamp, and the sloughs were almost impassible in 
the spring and fall. All hollows and low places were 
too wet to raise crops, including many acres on 
nearly every farm. And to get to the fields on which 
his crops could grow, the farmer had to cross muddy 
sloughs or tread carefully on the soft edges of the 
water-drenched fields. The stagnant waters were a 
breeding ground for disease - even though he didn’t 
understand it at the time.  

The prairies, beautiful in the summer, were 
treacherous in winter. At night, caught in a winter 
storm, the faint trails almost invisible, a settler going 
from one place to another was quickly rendered 
sightless by the snow, pummeled by the winds, 
frozen to the bone. If lost, the settler could perish, 
even within a short distance of home. 

The log cabin was sixteen feet by eighteen feet, 
but there were sixteen people living in it. One end of 
the cabin had a stone fireplace. There was a window 
covered with only waxed paper, and a door, both on 
the south side. Rough boards were placed across the 
beams above to create a sleeping loft, reached with a 
crude ladder. The dirt below was the only floor.  

The cabin faced due south, to let in light, to track 
the time of day by the angle of the sun, and to help 
orient them on a cloudy day. On a sunny day, time 
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was spent outdoors. If it had been raining or, worse, 
snowing, everything was wet or damp - everything. 
Then everyone was indoors, the men making or 
repairing things, the women doing the usual 
household work, and the older children attending to 
the younger ones. No amusement, no regular 
newspaper, no musical instruments. 

Temporary cabins were crude, built with round 
logs having most of the bark left on. But the more 
permanent log house was not much better. It was 
made of logs hewn "square" for a tighter fit and 
which gave it a more finished look. A log house may 
have been more comfortable than a cabin, but heat 
from the fireplace still escaped up the chimney on 
windy days, and rainy spells were still tiresome.  

There was room only for the most essential 
furnishings – no rugs, no curtains, maybe a table, a 
chest, a few straight chairs or stools, a trunk, a pole 
bed in one corner, shelves for the dishes, a Bible, a 
doctor book, and an almanac for determining planting 
and harvesting times. It also served as a calendar. 

The wind blew cold air through gaps in the 
chinking between the logs and through the clapboard 
roofing above, the latter also letting in some of the 
rain or snow. In summer, it was a pathway for the 

mosquitos and black flies. Body heat helped to keep 
everyone warm until a fire was started for cooking 
whatever was available. 

In the beginning, few lucifer matches were to be 
found, and those were sparingly used. Often, the 
youngsters had to go to a neighbor’s cabin for a few 
coals or a burning branch to light the morning fire if 
it had gone out overnight. 

Food? In the beginning, there was no butter, milk, 
cream, or sugar. There was little coffee or tea. 
Otherwise, game – deer, turkey, prairie hens, ducks, 
and geese - a few apples, some berries and nuts, and 
whatever vegetables they could get from a garden. But 
the mainstay was meal, cornmeal for use in cornbread 
or mush, and buckwheat for pancakes. And pork – 
fresh, salted down and smoked, or “fried down” - 
became almost too abundant, and the settlers suffered 
from a constant diet of it. Beef was less common, but 
enjoyed and its tallow could be used in candles.  

Clothing brought with them was soon outgrown 
or worn out. Mothers remade clothing from old 
clothing, and the shortage of cloth meant little or no 
underwear. Except in winter, most boys and young 
men went barefooted. Buckskin coats and breeches 
were often worn by the men. (Henry said that within 
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a year after arriving, his last pants were almost worn 
through. Having no choice, he tracked a deer, took it, 
tanned the hide, after preserving the meat, and cut 
and stitched himself new pants.)  

The wells were shallow and easily contaminated – 
sometimes by the meat kept cool by hanging it in the 
well. Springs or creeks were always downhill from the 
cabin, meaning a heavy bucket coming up hill and a 
further reason for minimizing the use of the precious 
water. Bodily cleaning was limited, soiled cloths 
washed only when necessary, diapers used over and 
over, “washing” spread on the grass or draped over 
bushes to dry, and bedding hung out to “air.”  

Dishwashing was simple. After a dishrag was 
used to wash plates and bowls, it was rinsed out and 
used to wipe the dishes, which were set back on the 
table to dry. Then, the family could pour the 
dishwater on a different spot on a dirt floor every 
day, the grease from the dishwater forming a wax-
like surface to help keep down dust. 

And sometimes there were happenings which 
could only evoke a sad smile. Henry related to me 
one of those stories which  can only be found 
amusing with perspective.  

Before he came to the colony, Henry had 
accumulated a stock of hogs, and agreed to furnish 
another colonist all of the pork he needed. The hogs 
were decently sized, but lacking in fat since they 
could only graze on the prairie. Henry had to leave 
home for a week or so. At the time, they had a 
boarder named Joe, who was erecting the mill. Henry 
gave Joe directions to keep the other man’s family 
and Henry’s extended family supplied with pork 
during his absence. When Henry returned and asked 
Joe to account for his stewardship. Joe said he 
butchered the first day.  

Henry: “What the next?” 

Joe: “It rained, sir.” 

Henry: “Well, what the next?” 

Joe: “I butchered, sir.” 

Henry: “Butchered again, eh?” 

Joe: “Yes sir.” 

Henry: “What the next day?” 

Joe: “I drove the hogs up so as to have 
’em handy.” 

Henry:  “Well, Joe, (getting a little 
fidgety), what did you do the rest 
of the time?” 

Joe: “I – butchered, sir.” 

Where did these settlers come from? Only a year 
earlier, they had been living in their birthplaces or 
nearby, where nearly all their lives had been spent 
among family and friends, in a small but comfortable 
home, in a small but thriving village in which they 
could buy what the family could not grow.  

Why did they come to this place? They could not 
have imagined the trials and depravations they now 
suffered and because of which the grey hairs on their 
heads multiplied daily. At times, they could be truly 
frightened for their family, for their children. So they 
often prayed. 

Was the promise of a better life really attainable? 
They really did not know.  

Then they prayed, again. 

 

 

(You can learn more about Junius R. Sloan at the 
Kewanee Historical Society.) 


